Public reporting burden for the collection of information is estimated to average 1 hour per response, including the time for reviewing instructions, searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the collection of information. 
Illustrations
The majority of the career field data cited in my paper was extracted from standing reports and queries built and maintained by the Reports and Retrieval Branch at the Air Force Personnel Center. I would recommend anyone involved in the prioritization process request access to this website; it contains a number useful web tools and queries.
The process of researching prioritization plans led me to take a larger perspective of the personnel process and look for any inefficiency in the current way of doing business. This report addresses several considerations of how the Air Force has utilized personnel when looking at authorized versus assigned data. It cites some historic overages and vacancies in both OCONUS and CONUS locations. By limiting overseas excesses, the Air Force could save over $18,000,000 in the next five years. It addresses some concepts of planned over manning at specific CONUS bases to provide greater efficiencies in AEF taskings and training. It addresses some limitations in providing adequate manning for the WFHQ. It also discusses the number of personnel assigned to positions outside their career field and it covers some considerations for how the Air Force should address future accessions, education, training, and experiences.
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Importance of Prioritizing
"Specifically, the productivity of our people and the increased capability of our systems have to be balanced against the inherent cost…We must analyze all of our operations to look for opportunities to eliminate waste in terms of time and materials, while increasing productivity and continuing to challenge ourselves. We need this focus to ensure we allocate our resources in the most efficient manner and thereby maximize the resources available for the critical task of recapitalization." Michael Wynne, Secretary of the Air Force, Letter to Airmen The Air Force will cut over 57,000 authorized positions in the next five years to begin paying for the cost of recapitalizing the aging inventory of aircraft and these cuts will include over 6500 active duty officers by the end of Fiscal Year (FY) 2011.
2 The Global War on Terror (GWOT) or what the Quadrennial Defense Review calls "the long war" will also drive changes in how the Air Force does business. 3 Cultural awareness and the renewed emphasis in the area of international affairs will shape the utilization of personnel in the future. The Air Force expects to shift towards the "War Fighting Headquarters" construct to meet some of these needs.
The ability of the Air Force to prioritize and meet the needs of the 21 st Century requires reexamining how the Air Force does business in every facet and this should include revisiting how it utilizes personnel.
The Air Force operates a closed hierarchical personnel system unique to military services.
Each year the Air Force accesses personnel into each career field and members begin their military service. Congressional mandates govern the overall number of service personnel.
Following each year's accession of personnel, they move up through the various years of service.
With few exceptions, the overall size of each year group is set at accession and then decreases over time as service members separate or retire from service. Cross training may allow a service member to transition career fields but ultimately they remain in the same year group. This sets up the unique closed hierarchical system where by all senior officers must come from within the existing year groups.
4
Career field utilization charts graphically depict the overall health of a career field. The Xaxis represents Commissioned Years of Service (CYOS) and the Y-axis represents the number of people in each year group. The heavy line tracking across the graph is the sustainment line. It is calculated using the previous seven years data on retention from one CYOS to the next CYOS within the career field. Each career field has a limited number of authorizations or billetspositions where officers within the career field can be assigned. The area under the sustainment line equals the total number of billets for the career field. The overall health of each year group and the career field becomes evident by overlaying the current inventory and comparing it against the sustainment line both by individual year group, then by rank, and lastly in the aggregate. The intersection of the sustainment line and Y-axis at CYOS 00 represents the baseline target accession for that career field. 5 Other factors must be considered but this is a simple starting point. 4 Galway, Lionel A., Buddin, Richard J., Thirtle, Michael R., Ellis, Peter S. authorizations (1702), it would appear the career field was manned at 103% (1759/1702 *100).
When the "Tax" and "STP" numbers are applied, the actual career field manning for captains to fill the 1702 33S authorizations is 90.4% (1538/1702 *100).
In the aggregate, the 33S career field is over manned; 
Background on prioritization plans:
Prioritization plans typically have two parts; the guidance directing which billets or authorizations are prioritized and the actual inventory of officers available to be assigned against the authorizations. If there are fewer officers in the inventory than the number of billets, the second part of the plan typically becomes known as the "entitlement" plan. This directs which of the prioritized billets should be filled. In an ideal world, prioritization plans would not be required. This would mean every career field had the same number of officers as authorizations and they matched across year groups, within specialties, and all with the right experiences. In reality, no career field is perfect and career field managers can prioritize which authorizations should be filled before others. Career field managers do this with an understanding of the current inventory of officers both in the aggregate and within individual year groups, the current specialties and experience levels of those officers, and then they balance this against the actual career field requirements.
Must Fill Description
Most prioritization plans have three categories of authorizations with a corresponding fill rate for them. The first category is "must" fill positions. These positions can be thought of as mission critical for the career field. The positions are always going to be filled to 100% to complete the mission. One example of a "must" fill position is a command position; they will always be filled at 100%. Another example might be cockpit positions for the rated force; they will nearly always be manned at 100%.
Priority Fill Description
The second category is "priority" fill positions. These positions are filled at a rate above "entitled" fill but not at 100% due to the nature or importance of the job. These jobs can best be thought of as mission essential. "Priority" fills are often designated because of the size of the unit or because the importance of the position; two examples include: test jobs in the rated force and academic instructor duty viewed as a "tax" to most career fields.
Entitled Fill Description
The last category is "entitled" fill positions. These positions are typically filled with whatever the remaining inventory of officers can support after "must" and "priority" fills. These positions are generally filled at an equivalent rate across the career field. An example of an entitled fill position is "Joint non-credit" staff jobs; referring to jobs within a career field which are joint in the nature but one where the officer in the billet does not receive joint credit towards being qualified as Joint Staff Officer. Each career field manager can determine which types of jobs fit into each of these categories.
The scope of the research for this report:
Ten line officer career fields were chosen based on two factors: first, their overall size compared to the aggregate Air Force and second, their overall temporary duty (TDY) rates for 
Current Prioritization Plans
The author requested copies of current and historical prioritization plans for the last 10 years from each of the respective career field managers. Some career fields did not have formal written prioritization plans and some were not current. The author reviewed each plan presented and then reviewed both historical and current authorized versus assigned data for each career field.
Field grade ranks tended to be undermanned while company grade and especially the Lieutenant ranks tended to be over manned. The author focused on how each career field handled its field grade ranks. These ranks provide the essential leadership and mentorship to the junior officers and enlisted force and also provide the pool of future senior leaders.
The conclusion of each career field section includes field grade manning specifics. Each career field was reviewed by specific location using the authorized versus assigned data from AFPC. 10 For every over manned position or location another one goes vacant and so the author noted the number of locations and positions which were over manned. The number of locations over manned within each career field was broken down by Major and Lieutenant Colonel. There could be any number of reasons a location might be over manned but given the emphasis on stewarding resources overages should be minimized. 
Rated career field -11X (pilots), 12X (navigators), and 13B (air battle managers)
The rated career field is the largest officer career field in the Air Force and the rated career field prioritization plan is termed the Rated Staff Allocation Plan (RSAP). It is produced and maintained by the Headquarters Air Force Aircrew Management Branch (AF/A3OT). The staff provided annual copies of the RSAP dating back to FY 1999. 11 It is used to prioritize over 19,000 positions world wide. The challenge within the rated career field is one of balancing the right specialties within the career field; "fighter pilot" is the single specialty distinguished from among the three major AFSCs because it is the most under manned.
This plan was the most comprehensive and detailed plan for prioritizing personnel. The RSAP essentially prioritizes the war fighter and those billets which lead to and or directly support the war fighter. "Must" fill positions for the rated career field included all student positions, training positions, and "force fill" positions which include the majority of cockpit positions. Rather than fill the remainder of the positions at a fair share rate, the plan provides exceptions to this under essentially "priority" fill positions. These "priority" fill positions included Air Liaison positions, test positions, some staff positions, and organizations with fewer than ten authorizations. These priority fill positions are manned above the entitled rate at specified levels. The rest of the positions are distributed at a fair share rate and are "entitled" fill positions.
The RSAP is updated twice a year using manpower authorizations and current inventory and then it is sent to AFPC for implementation and monitoring. 
Space and Missile Career Field -13S
The 13S career field does not maintain a specific space and missile prioritization plan.
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The 13S career field was the third largest career field in FY 2005. The 13S career field has enjoyed a "peace" dividend of sorts since the end of the Cold War. In 1994, the missile career field (18X AFSC) and the space career field (20X AFSC) merged to form the space and missile career field (13S AFSC). 14 When the two career fields merged, it produced an immediate surplus of officers because redundant positions were subsequently eliminated as well as several bases were closed. This overage has benefited the 13S career field for over a decade.
The 13S utilization chart shows the remnant of the merger graphically. The years 10-20 CYOS correspond to the year groups commissioned from 1985 to 1995. These year groups remain above the sustainment line. In the 10 years since 1995, six year groups are below the sustainment line including the two most recent accession year groups. Overall, the 13S career field has twelve year groups below the sustainment line even though overall manning exceeds 12 "Retrieval Applications Website (RAW 
Logistics Readiness Career Field -21R
The 21R career field did not supply a current prioritization plan. 21 The 21R career field has gone through the most significant changes in the last five years. The career field consolidated the previous supply, transportation, and generalists into the current logistics readiness career field.
As of FY 2005, 5.2% of the 21R inventory was in STP status and 10.6% were in positions considered a "tax." 21R positions were allocated across the Air Force at 211 different locations.
The remaining inventory of field grade officers supported manning to fill 67.4% of the Major authorizations and 65.8% of the Lieutenant Colonel authorizations. Six locations were assigned more Majors than were authorized, at those six locations there were 47 assigned for 37
authorizations; four more locations were assigned more Lieutenant Colonels than were authorized, 54 for 46 at those four locations.
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Security Forces Career Field -31P
The 31P career field currently operates without a prioritization plan. 23 Overall, the 31P career field is manned at 135% because the company grade ranks are over manned at 188% for 10 authorizations; six more locations were assigned more Lieutenant Colonels than were authorized, 28 for 20 at those six locations.
24
Civil Engineering Career Field -32E
The 32E career field operates under the Non-Rated Prioritization Plan (NRPP). The assignment team at AFPC provided a detailed spread sheet with every billet in the 32E career field listed with the corresponding priority for each one. 25 The 32E NRPP defined "must" fill positions as "critical" fill positions and the other two categories as "priority" fill and "entitled" Thirteen locations were assigned more Lieutenant Colonels than were authorized, at those thirteen locations there were 50 assigned for 35 authorizations. 
Communications Career Field -33S
The 33S career field provided a copy of their most recent prioritization plan dated 2002.
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The 33S career field prioritization plan is termed the Non-Rated Prioritization Plan (NRPP). The 
Contracting Career Field -64P
The 64P 
Points to Ponder:
The Air Force faces significant personnel challenges over the next five years. Three areas should be considered for both immediate and long term benefits. First, evaluating overseas excesses provides an area for immediate improvement with tangible cost savings. Intentionally focusing on limiting excesses at one base could help under manned areas throughout the Air Force. Second, an unbiased review of the "STP" and "taxes" for the Air Force and for each career field might be an area to reduce manpower costs. It might be possible to create better efficiencies in the area of STP and taxes across certain career fields or to do away with those not required. Last, the Air Force must maintain a cross functional view of developing the force while drawing down over the next five years.
Overseas excesses
Personnel expenditures constitute the second largest category of the Air Force budget.
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Exacerbating the cost of personnel, an excess amount of officers in the younger year groups has allowed career fields to have total numbers in their inventory significantly exceed the authorized positions. As of the end of January 2006, the Air Force had 2160 officers "assigned" in excess of "authorized" billets. 38 Of the 2160 officers, 624 were assigned to locations outside the At the end of January 2006, sixteen overseas locations had in excess of ten officers assigned over authorized positions. 40 The Air Force was spending over $12,500 dollars a day in overseas cost of living allowances for these officers; this totals to over $4,500,000 dollars a year in additional personnel cost. 41 Managing fluctuations in authorized unit end strength is not easy. Correcting over manning at OCONUS locations could save the Air Force upwards of $18,000,000 over the next five years at just these sixteen bases alone. In the short term, it will cost the Air Force $4,000,000 dollars in excess of normal PCS budget costs to return the overage of officers to the CONUS but the savings in COLA for the first year offset this cost. The benefit of returning the officers immediately can be found in saving the annual COLA cost of $4,500,000 per year over the following four years. This money could be allocated to other precious resources.
Many might say this strict limitation might be too impractical and limiting manning to exactly 100% might be unrealistic. The Air Force currently operates on a three cycle per year assignment system. Officers are moved in blocks of time. Most units would desire overlap between the incoming and outgoing officer but the Air Force is not manned for overlap. Even keeping "must" fill positions at 100% can be challenging. The fundamental question becomes "Is 100% the floor for unit manning or is it the ceiling?" Manning typically cannot be held right at 100%. Assignment teams can operate within a suitable range. A career field manager might establish units which will never drop below 100% by providing a target range of 100-105%. Or they might establish units with 100% as the ceiling but suitable manning is between 95-100%.
Either way, career field managers can provide the strategic guidance for the assignment teams at AFPC.
Consider the data on the thirteen bases which were over manned at the end of January 2005.
If the over manning had been limited to no more than 105%, the cost per day would be around $6,000 and this would be a savings of $2,400,000 per year. This assumes they are over manned at 105% for the entire year, any reduction from this further increases savings. If the ceiling for manning was set at 100%, the full savings could be taken into account. This would all require some greater attention to detail but the benefits might outweigh the costs.
Moving all OCONUS excesses to the CONUS would cause additional over manning at stateside bases. Intentional over manning at specific CONUS bases could provide other benefits.
In the most recent Air Expeditionary Forces (AEF) Cycle 5, there were 312 individual personnel shortfalls from units and/or MAJCOMs. 42 These did not result in Air Force short falls but rather in a lengthy re-tasking process. When a unit is unable to provide the expected individual for the AEF task, it reports the shortfall to the MAJCOM. The MAJCOM then looks within the MAJCOM to other units to fill this requirement. If the MAJCOM is unable to provide an individual, the short fall is sent back to the AEF Center where it is re-tasked. This is oversimplified but the process then starts over.
Over manned bases could be tasked more heavily for AEF operations. Providing a larger pool of officers at certain bases could further reduce these types of shortfalls and thereby increase efficiency in filling an AEF tasking. Is it possible to choose to over man bases where the AEF training can be accomplished? Several bases could be utilized depending on the 42 Mr. Milton Blanks, e-mail message to author, March 21, 2006. mission and specialties involved. Certain bases would be better suited to this concept than others but further study and planning would be required.
How balanced are the rest of the bases in the Air Force? Table 2 
Warfighting Headquarters
The Air Force is moving towards the Warfighting Headquarters ( The Air Force is preparing to expand the WFHQ construct but it will be hard pressed to meet these personnel needs. At the same time, mobility pilots cannot fly the T-38 because "they did not go through the T-38 track" in SUPT. Is this a realistic restriction given the shortages in AOCs? Re-thinking the process of SUPT or even just allowing non-fighter/bomber pilots to instruct in T-38s could relieve some of the stress on the personnel system. The Air Force will need to change how it prioritizes the war fighter and reduce inefficiencies to meet the needs of the WFHQ of the 21 st Century.
STP and Tax Allocations:
Of the career fields reviewed, over 20% of the current inventory was in STP status or in a " Tax The following summary is derived from the totals of the utilization charts for the career fields being reviewed. accessions, training, and experiences. The challenge for the next five years must include these other aspects beginning with the end in mind.
Accessions:
Accessions must take into account the anticipated STP and Tax burdens of each career field in addition to the standing career field requirements. The data from the career fields reviewed would indicate the target for accessions needs to be roughly 20% higher than the career field requirements. Any reductions from a review of the current programs could reduce this requirement. Accessions for the line officer category averaged just over 3300 officers per year throughout the 1990s but currently 8 of the 10 career fields reviewed were short manned largely due to the effects of STP and Tax.
There are several converging factors to consider over the next five years and how they will 
Experiences:
What experiences will the Lieutenant commissioned in 2011 need to succeed in the future?
Defining the future required experiences remains one of the most difficult tasks for a career field.
What are the base line experiences critical to each career field and when should officers experience them? Intelligence officers might need both targeting and imagery experience by a certain point in their careers. How many have it and how many need it? Are conscious decisions being made to maximize potential experiences?
The Air Force tends to move officers for professional development every three years. As the Air Force explores the idea of providing base operations support from central CONUS bases, why not also consider four year assignments? Doing this could decrease PCS costs and certain career fields might then consider cross flowing or broadening officers at certain CONUS bases.
For example: in the first four years of an 21X officer's career, the goal might be for each officer to spend two years in maintenance and two years in logistics with at least one AEF deployment.
Another example might be combining unmanned operations with its most likely rated customer either a Close Air Support asset or Joint Surveillance Target Attack Radar System (JSTARS).
Given a four year assignment, an officer might be expected to gain experiences in both platforms. This would be similar to previous A-10 Brigade Air Liaison Officer (BALO) duties where the pilots spent significant time in the field as a BALO but it was the reciprocal job to flying an A-10.
No one likes to think outside of their career field but it might be time to change this mindset.
The back bone of the Air Force is the technical expertise in the enlisted corps. Officers certainly gain credibility by being proficient but maybe there is a better way this could be achieved. Every career field needs in-depth expertise but does every officer at the base have to be steeped only in one career field? How about combining career fields along similar lines while keeping a core set of "patch wearers?" Could a pilot do airfield management? Could a maintainer do logistics?
Could an intelligence officer do communications? Could a security forces troop do personnel?
What type of officer does the Air Force need in the future? There are lots of options for the future. Intentionally and carefully synchronizing the integration of education, accessions, training, and experiences will be critical as the Air Force moves forward.
Conclusions
The Air Force could further refine its personnel allocation processes just as it has moved from laser guided munitions to Global Positioning System guided weapons. Career field managers vary in their use of prioritization plans; some have extremely detailed plans while others operate without them. In both cases, the Air Force is operating at nearly peak efficiency.
The ten career fields reviewed make up more than 68% of the active duty line officer corps totaling over 40,000 officers. Given this size, the excesses were marginal and in the case of the 
